Hands on With OSM

iD has officially launched. Head over to openstreetmap.org to start mapping now with iD.

iD is open source. Start contributing on GitHub.

ID Editor

http://wiki.osm.org/wiki/ID
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Logging in

Welcome to the iD OpenStreetMap editor

iD is a friendly but powerful tool for contributing to the world’s best free world map. This is version 1.7.0.
For more information see ideditor.com and report bugs at github.com.
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This is an editor for OpenStreetMap, the free and editable map of the world. You can use it to add and update data in your area, making an open-source and open-data map of the world better for everyone.

Edits that you make on this map will be visible to everyone who uses OpenStreetMap. In order to make an edit, you'll need a free OpenStreetMap account.

The OSM editor is a collaborative project with source code available on GitHub.
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You just edited OpenStreetMap!

Your changes should appear in the "Standard" layer in a few minutes. Other layers, and certain features, may take longer (details).
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Changeset: 29375009

Residential building around Kawaala
Closed 1 minute ago by Douglo

Tags
- created_by: ID 1.7.0
- imagery_used: Bing
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https://www.openstreetmap.org/edit?editor=id#map=19/0.34265/32.55052
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